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1. INTRODUCTION

The Service-Dominant Logic (hereafter S-D logic) is an evolving topic gaining more and more attention these days. The concept is developed and based on the article *Evolving to a New Dominant Logic for Marketing* by Steven L. Vargo and Robert F. Lusch (2004).

In order to remain competitive, manufacturers started in the late 20th century to bundle their equipment offerings with support services, which is commonly referred to as servitization (Vandermure & Rada, 1988). The term servitization refers to added services tightly coupled to their “body of product-centric knowledge” (Ng et al., 2012, p. 417) in manufacturing & engineering. As proposed by Ng et al. (2012) this concept evolved “due to a long history of industrial era” (p.417) in which the focus was placed on exchanging value by producing excessive amount of goods in order to export them. Thus, the production unit is considered inherently valuable, the actual utilization of products is only of secondary importance. Such a perspective is designated as a Goods-Dominant Logic (hereafter G-D logic).

Recently, however, a shift from the G-D logic to an S-D logic can be perceived and is expected to continue over the next years. With this comes a transition from being product-focused and creating value-in-exchange to a more service-centered view, in which the definition of how value is created is re-evaluated and implemented in the concept of value-in-use (Grönroos & Voima, 2013). Accordingly value is now created during the usage by the customer of a product or service which automatically makes the customer to a co-creator of value (Grönroos & Voima, 2013).

Along with this shift in logic, also comes a change in the role of the customer. Traditionally, companies and customers had autonomous roles of production and consumption, however, this distinction disappears as consumers gain more access to information, and therefore, become more knowledgeable, connected and active (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004). Thus, it becomes crucial for organizations to involve customers in the processes of both defining and creating value in order to open a new set of possibilities to market their products (Vargo & Lusch, 2008; Kowalkowski, 2011). Different customers have different needs and desires and therefore, need to be targeted differently (Skålén & Edvardsson, 2015). Thus, it is important to create a value proposition that aligns with these various demands of the different customer segments an organization has. This point has not yet received a lot of attention in S-D logic literature. Additionally, scientific research has up to now primarily focused on case studies within manufacturing companies (Ng et al., 2012). However, looking into other industries could open new perspectives on the S-D logic and its value creation respectively. Regarding the subject of this paper, the core driver for high-tech firms is developing new forms of technology, which also represents their major concern. Most firms in this industry still follow the prevailing paradigm of the G-D logic because their focus lies primarily on ‘pushing’ products in-house and developing products based on their own knowledge and know-how. Also within the defense market, research and development are critical factors for success. The traditional market is undergoing through a rapid change due to several impacts which involve digital transformation, the associated changing customer requirements and as well as shrinking government budgets (Starr & Garg, 2017). This poses new challenges to the defense sector and therefore, now in particular it becomes crucial for organizations to develop distinctive value propositions that clearly stand out from those of its competitors.

New insights from an S-D logic perspective and its influence on the value propositions of particular customer segments could open new possibilities in providing their customers a redefined value proposition which enables the firm to better fulfill customer needs that create competitive advantage in the long run (Vargo & Lusch, 2004).

Hence, this study aims to fill this research gap by means of a single case study to provide further empirical evidence on how value proposition of different customer segments in particular business-to-business (henceforth B2B) and business-to-government (henceforth B2G) is created from an S-D logic perspective within the high-tech defense industry. The case study is based on a high-tech multinational that operates in different business sectors. The focus of this thesis lies on the defense market and in order to ensure a clear and sharp outcome, this study assesses one offering out of the whole product portfolio of the company. Furthermore, implications are derived from the role of the case organization as a focal company within its strategic network.

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The following section reviews relevant literature on the different theories used in this research. First, the transition from the G-D logic to the S-D logic is further elaborated along with its key differences. The traditional viewed G-D logic is outlined but more particularly the new emerging S-D logic. Secondly, the identified foundational premises by Vargo and Lusch relevant to this research are reviewed including the concept of value-in-use as well as the concept of value proposition. In the latter, the differences between value propositions following G-D and S-D logic are depicted. Lastly, literature on characteristics and trends of firms in the high-tech defense industry are outlined.

2.1 Shift in Dominant Logic

The notion of a dominant logic in strategic management was first defined by Prahalad and Bettis in 1986 as a shared mental map among the dominant coalition of managers of a firm. The concept reflects the view of how business is done, how firms “conceptualize the business and make critical resource allocation decisions” (p.490) based on a common mindset developed over time. In nowadays world, the G-D logic still forms the prevailing logic in marketing practice. The traditional viewed G-D logic is based on tangible products, so-called operational resources (Vargo & Lusch, 2004). The value is embedded in the goods and is created by the exchange of the product (Vargo & Lusch, 2004). The relationship with customers does not play a central role within this logic as value is created internally within the organization and is communicated by standardized offerings to its various customer groups (Frow & Payne, 2011).

Still relying on the G-D logic as the prevailing paradigm in marketing practice, brings however, “serious limitations” (Vargo & Lusch, 2014, p. 4). According to Vargo and Lusch (2014) sharing knowledge and application with customers can serve as a hidden source of competitive advantage (Vargo & Lusch, 2014). Also several other studies have emphasized the constraints that the G-D logic exerts on current marketing practices. G-D logic not only limits the scope for business interactions and the co-creation of value (Ballantyne, 2004), it also puts restrictions on potential for creating customer loyalty over time and on understanding lifetime value of the customer in order to build long-term relationships (Grönroos, 1994).

Recently, however, a paradigm shift away “from the exchange of tangible goods [...] toward the exchange of intangibles, specialized skills and knowledge, and processes” (Vargo &
Lusch, 2004, p. 1) can be perceived. This new evolving S-D logic is based on the underlying assumption that humans apply their competences to benefit others and reciprocally benefit from others’ applied competences through service-for-service exchange (Vargo & Lusch, 2004). Service is viewed as the fundamental basis of exchange and states that value is co-created by multiple actors, always including the beneficiary (Vargo & Lusch, 2016). Key aspects in service are operand resources such as intangibility, exchange processes, and relationships (Vargo & Lusch, 2008). The focus on operand resources also implies the fact that employees are encouraged to use these skills and abilities to further engage in customer’s value creation processes in order to co-create value together with customers (Skålén et al, 2015). To conclude, a summary of the key differences between a G-D and S-D logic is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Key differences between G-D and S-D logic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Goods-Dominant</th>
<th>Service-Dominant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Firm’s relationship with market</strong></td>
<td>Value produced internally with organization</td>
<td>Value co-created collaboratively with customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>How resources are understood</strong></td>
<td>Emphasis on operand resources</td>
<td>Emphasis on operand resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conceptualization of value</strong></td>
<td>Standardized offerings</td>
<td>Diversifying offerings to suit different types of customer value creation processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Realization of value</strong></td>
<td>Value embedded in offerings during production process</td>
<td>Value realized when customers use firm offerings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Role of employees</strong></td>
<td>Employees embed value in products/services</td>
<td>Employees co-create value with customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Role of Leadership</strong></td>
<td>Controlling employees tightly</td>
<td>Empowering employees to use skills/knowledge to engage in customers’ value creation processes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Skålén & Edvardsson (2016, p.105)

Throughout their research, Vargo and Lusch introduced eleven Foundational Premises (FPs) in order to create a general and transcending theoretical framework for the S-D logic. These FPs have been reduced to five axioms of the overall S-D logic from which again other FPs can be derived (Vargo & Lusch, 2016). The axioms have been introduced in order to provide “a more panportunimous framework” (Vargo & Lusch, 2014, p.14) outlining the main aspects of the emerging logic.

The initial axiom sets service as the fundamental basis of exchange (Vargo & Lusch, 2011). Services defined as operand resources involving knowledge and skills are exchanged between actors rather than the outcomes of these services.

The second axiom rejects the traditional idea of separating producer and customer, but rather proposes a relational system between the actors where value is created through the integration of their resources (Vargo & Lusch, 2011). Value is created interactively between the different actors involved, therefore the customer is simultaneously also always co-creator of value (Vargo & Lusch, 2008).

Within the third axiom, the role of resource integration is conceptualized. All social and economic actors are considered resource integrators as “it is not simply acquiring services from suppliers but rather integrating these services with internal resources and public resources to create a market offering that reflects a compelling value proposition” (Vargo & Lusch, 2014, p.77).

Axiom four states that value is uniquely and phenomenologically determined by the beneficiary as every resource (service) exchange differentiates and is taking place in unique settings (Vargo & Lusch, 2014). Value is here defined as “idiosyncratic, experimental, contextual, and meaning laden” (Vargo & Lusch, 2008, p.7).

The final and fifth axiom covers the role of institutions in marketing. It is stated that institutions and institutional arrangements coordinate and help actors to engage in service exchange and co-creation among different parties as they form the “keys to understanding the structure and functioning of service ecosystems […] keys to understanding human systems and social activity, such as value cocreation, in general” (Vargo & Lusch, 2016, p.11).

To give an overview, a table with all five axioms and the derived FPs is given below (Table 2).

Table 2. Overview Axioms and FPs of S-D logic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Axiom</th>
<th>FP</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/FP1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Service is the fundamental basis of exchange.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/FP2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Indirect exchange masks the fundamental basis of exchange.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/FP3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Goods are a distribution mechanism for service provision.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/FP4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Operant resources are the fundamental source of strategic benefit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/FP5</td>
<td></td>
<td>All economies are service economies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/FP6</td>
<td></td>
<td>Value is co-created by multiple actors, always including the beneficiary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/FP7</td>
<td></td>
<td>Actors cannot deliver value but can participate in the creation and offering of value propositions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/FP8</td>
<td></td>
<td>A service-centered view is inherently customer oriented and relational.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/FP9</td>
<td></td>
<td>All social and economic actors are resource integrators.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/FP10</td>
<td></td>
<td>Value is always uniquely and phenomenologically determined by the beneficiary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/FP11</td>
<td></td>
<td>Value co-creation is coordinated through actor-generated institutions and institutional arrangements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Vargo & Lusch (2016, p.8)

In the following, relevant FPs/axioms on value realization and on the concept of value propositions are further highlighted. Critical aspects for this study involve axioms one and two and the derived foundational premises. Value propositions are particularly assessed in order to understand the differences between offerings following a G-D paradigm and S-D logic perspective.

### 2.2 Value-in-use

Customer value has shifted from a perspective that is created by the firm, towards a perspective that value is created during use by the customer of a product or service, also known as value-in-use (Grönroos & Voima, 2013). Value-in-use can be defined as
“a customer’s outcome, purpose or objective that is achieved through service” (Macdonald et al., 2011, p. 671). The term value-in-use developed through the rise of the S-D logic. With this new perspective emerging, the definition of how value is created has also shifted. From the traditional thinking that indicates that the producer’s responsibility of value creation ends upon transfer of ownership to a new definition that says value is created by customers in use of these goods (Grönroos, 2013). Until this point of value realization, the usage, the offer is only potentially valuable (Vargo & Lusch, 2011).

Thus, as yet, it has to be noted that the changing view of an offering as a manufactured good towards an offering that integrates value-in-use, challenges a change in mind-set (Ng et al., 2012).

Furthermore, as stated in Ng et al. (2012) “focusing on value-in-use activities results in the understanding of how to adapt, modify and enhance the firm’s value proposition for greater effectiveness and efficiency” (p. 432), the concept of value-in-use emphasizes potential positive effects on value propositions of firms. The latter is discussed in the following paragraph.

### 2.3 Value Proposition

A value proposition is a widely used concept aiding firms in conveying their “promises of potential value” (Grönroos, 2011, p. 245) to future customers. Even though the notion is frequently used within firms, only little has been researched about this phenomena. Its conceptualization is surrounded by limited agreement and ambiguity as most information is relied upon practical experiences (Frow et al., 2014).

One of the most referenced books in value proposition literature is the Value Proposition Design by Osterwalder et al. (2014), in which a value mapping methodology is provided, necessary to create a fitting value proposition for a company. Osterwalder (2014) sets up a so-called canvas, in which the products and services currently offered by an organization and how these try to satisfy current market needs are outlined. This information is compared against the perceptions of the customer in order to gain insights on where the customer sees actual value in service. This canvas can be developed by means of different workshops, which then can be followed by creating a new value proposition that is redefined accordingly.

In providing an offering that matches market needs by incorporating the core competences a firm has to offer to its customers (Frow & Payne, 2011), value propositions give rise to competitive advantage. Thus, this concept of identifying a value proposition that translates your core values and skills towards the customer, should be of high importance to organizations.

Value propositions however, are not only communicated in a unidirectional way but can also be reciprocally/mutually offered together with the customer. This implies several advantages which are discussed in the following section when comparing value propositions following a G-D and S-D logic.

#### 2.3.1 Value Proposition according to G-D logic

Value propositions following a G-D logic are defined as a “clear, simple statement of the benefits, both tangible and intangible that the company will provide, along with the approximate price it will charge each customer” (Lanning & Michaels, 1988). This approach is considered as a so-called internal value delivery system which involves three different steps: choosing the value, providing the value and communicating the value (Lanning & Michaels, 1988). According to Frow and Payne (2011) this way of communicating value is considered supplier-led. The marketing offer is communicated unidirectional from one party to another, in hope of being accepted by the other party. This has been resulted from the focus within G-D logic on exchange of manufactured goods and operand resources (Solomon et al. 1985; Bitner et al., 1997).

#### 2.3.2 Value Proposition according to S-D logic

In contrast to the G-D logic-informed value proposition, value propositions following an S-D logic perspective incorporate value depending on the interaction and the customer context (Skålén et al., 2015). Nevertheless, despite insufficient research done in this area of value propositions, several scholars have already conducted research on value propositions within S-D logic and as a result, the need of transitioning from a supplier-led towards a more interchangeable nature between actors as both participant and initiator has been recognized (Kowalkowski, 2011; Skålén et al., 2015; Truong et al., 2012).

This issue is also emphasized within the key foundational premises in S-D logic (Vargo & Lusch, 2006). As stated in FP 7 of Vargo & Lusch (2016), customers do not make purchases for the sake of making a purchase. They seek a value proposition, which they perceive to be potentially valuable and the value of the service is only realized within the customer’s context (Ng et al., 2012).

Thus, a value proposition has to be regarded as “reciprocal promises of value […] operating to and from suppliers and customers seeking an equitable exchange. Therefore, value propositions are always two-way, quid pro quo.” (Ballantyne et al., 2006, pp. 344-345). Ballantyne and Varey (2008) argue that “there can be no satisfactory relationship development unless exchange participants reciprocally determine their sense of what is of value, and begin this process with the development of reciprocal value propositions” (p.48).

Furthermore, this also emphasizes that the customer is not solely regarded as a product user and value enabler, but also as pointed out by Vargo and Lusch (2008) “a customer is always a co-creator of value” (p.8). Customers integrate resources in the form of knowledge and skills in order to create value. This implies the importance of involving customers in the process of creating value for and together with the customer as this process is interactional. In doing so, the various needs of customer groups can be taken into account when identifying a value proposition along with being able to offer diversified types of customers’ value creation processes (Skålén & Edvardsson, 2015).

In order to analyze how organizations try to fulfill their value propositions, value creation practices are proposed. These practices indicate routine activities and sense making frameworks “used to integrate resources into value propositions” (Skålén et al., 2015, p. 144) that benefit the customer’s value creation. Skålén et al. (2015) identified different value creation practices which are grouped into three aggregates: provision practices, representational practices, and management and organizational practices.

Provision practices further consist of three sub-practices and “make sure the value proposition is fulfilled” (Skålén et al., 2015, p. 144). Operating practices aim to support the core customer value creation as stated in the value proposition. Problem-finding and problem-solving practices identify problems and needs within the customer’s value creation and try to solve these respectively. Within this aggregate, the following question is tried to be answered: “How does the firm make sure that the value proposition can be used so that value-
in-use emerges for the customer, according to the firm’s promise” (Skålén et al., 2015, p. 144). The second aggregate, representational practices, enables the communication between different parties in order to collaboratively integrate resources. Naming and labeling practices describe “the activities of the value proposition and their fulfillment” (Skålén et al., 2015, p. 144). The structure of the value proposition is constructed within the modeling practices. Lastly, interaction practices facilitate the communication between the customer and the organization and thus, allows to communicate and co-create value propositions. Accordingly, representational practices answer the following question: “How is the value proposition communicated, and what does it mean?” (Skålén et al., 2015, p. 144). Consisting of four different sub-practices, the final and third aggregate, management and organizational practices, provides a basis for provision and representational practices, “these practices align, as well as organize, provision and representational practices, and the resources that these practices integrate” (Skålén et al., 2015, p. 144). This forms also the core of the organizing practices. Staffing and team building practices create workgroups and allocate people in order to “provide and communicate service” (Skålén et al., 2015, p. 144). Within networking practices, it is described how firms involve their network in order to create, deliver and negotiate value propositions. The last practice of this aggregate compromises the distribution of knowledge and competencies throughout the firm in order to realize the value proposition. This is realized by means of training, best practice sharing and interaction. In order to further investigate on this practice, the subsequent question is tried to be answered: “How does the firm fulfill its part of the proposed value?” (Skålén et al., 2015, p. 144).

2.4 High-Tech Defense Industry
The high-tech industry is defined by the Oslo Manual (2005) as companies in this particular field, which during a given period (often three years) introduce at least one technical innovation or improvement into the market. Trends visible in the high-tech industry consist of intense R&D expenditure, a high level of innovativeness and high level of employment of scientific and technical personnel (Zakrzewska-Bielawska, 2010). Likewise, Varga (in Steenhuis & Bruijn, 2006) connects high technology with high-technology intensity and innovation. It can therefore be reasonably argued that the main focus of high-tech companies primarily lies on developing new technologies. With particular focus on the defense industry which is a major industrial sector characterized by high innovation and high-end engineering and technologies. The defense industry is defined as a traditional market that operates in a stable market environment. However, also the traditional market is undergoing a change and faces new and unforeseen challenges emerging through factors such as digital transformation which comes along with the automation of jobs, shrinking crew sizes and the continuation of smaller defense budgets (Starr & Garg, 2017). Hence, it becomes critical to organizations to recognize this imminent change and to redefine tasks and re-evaluate market strategies.
In order to stay competitive and be able to provide their customers a more specialized, customized offering, however, it is vital for high-tech defense companies’ success to start acknowledging the critical endeavor of the S-D logic in marketing. This in turn highlights the importance on further investigating this particular industry.

3. RESEARCH QUESTION
From the above reviewed literature and the analyzed gap, the following research question is concluded:
“How does the S-D logic perspective on customer value affect the value proposition of B2B and B2G customer segments in the High-Tech Defense Industry?”
And the following sub-research question:
“What are the implications for the customer approach for a focal company?”

4. METHODOLOGY
This study presents an exploratory, single case study conducted for the purpose of aligning the value-in-use of different customer segments with a fitting value proposition from an S-D logic point of view. Herein insights can be gained on how to enrich a goods-dominant value proposition for standard solution in the key defense market by means of the S-D logic. The analysis is based on qualitative research focusing on one product offering of the case organization. The organization operates in different market segments, within this study the focus lies on the defense branch.

4.1 Approach
Regarding the approach of the research, a model is identified that can guide through the process of answering the research question (see Figure 1). The G-D logic represents the current state of the organization as this is still the prevailing paradigm. The focus here lies on value-in-exchange along with the fact that the value proposition of the different products do not reflect the different needs of the various customer groups. The desired state however, takes these differences into account and divides customers into different segments (for B2B and B2G markets) and simultaneously redefines value in terms of the S-D logic.

Figure 1. Research Approach
In the upcoming part, an elaboration of the data collection process is provided. In which three different aspects are addressed, namely the objects for study, the data collection method, and the type or rather the process of analysis.

4.2 Subjects of Study
Regarding the subjects of the study, two main groups of subjects can be identified: firstly, employees of the case firm more particularly employees of the marketing and sales department and secondly, customers of the high-tech firm of B2B and B2G markets. The representatives of the firm are mainly expected to provide in-depth background knowledge about the current definition of value and how value propositions for customers are created. The possibility is given to collect data from an insider perspective due to my intern position. Besides that, customers of this specific company are subject of this study since they are the target group of the firm. Due to a lack of time and access, it is however, not feasible to directly approach customers. Therefore, the different customer groups are assessed via the different sales managers of the company.
Sales managers are chosen on the basis of their relevance to my research subject and their position within the firm, which means determining factors for the selection are the years of experience in their position and with a particular customer as well as the degree of interaction with this customer. As customer needs are represented through the eyes of these managers, their personal beliefs and assumptions can influence the outcomes which in turn can lead to biased results.

4.3 Data Collection Methods

In order to get most suitable answers to the given research problem different data collection methods are used.

To begin with, data is collected by desk-research and by studying organizational documents such as administrative, financial documents and contracts of the particular product in order to identify relevant data that provides a basis to outline the current state of the firm’s value definition and creation processes.

Secondly, qualitative research, in terms of interviews, is chosen to gather the needed data. Interviews can aid in gaining more information about the value proposition of the specified product as well as identifying potential opportunities from viewing it from an S-D logic perspective. Two different rounds of interviews are conducted. In order to ensure consistency that every possible fact is included in the data collection, semi-structured interviews are chosen for both interview rounds. In which the interviewer is able to guide the interview towards other relevant topics so qualitative textual data which could include facts, opinions and unexpected insights, can be gathered. The five interviews lasted between 30 and 60 minutes. Additionally, field notes are taken during the interviews, a few are transcribed verbally after being conducted. In order to create a general understanding of the organization, the product, the role of the interviewee as well as the customer, the first round of interviews is conducted with different functional managers such as product manager, service manager and sales manager. Also different sets of questions are used as the managers can provide different background information on their particular domain. The questions were based on the article by Aarikka-Stenroos and Jaakkola (2012). Appendix A includes the interview guide used for the first round of interviews. For the second round of interviews, the goal is to gather the data needed from the second subject of study, the customers. As mentioned above, due to lack of time and access this is done by means of the sales managers of the case firm. In order to represent an entire population through a smaller group of individuals, selected from this population (Veaux, Velleman, & Bock, 2012) sample interviews are conducted among representatives of particular customer groups. Several interviews are conducted with sales managers responsible for different countries, in each interview focusing on either B2B or B2G market in that particular country. In total nine interviews are conducted either focusing on the end-user of the product, the B2G entity, so-called defense force or the constructing and mostly also buying party, the B2B entity, the platform. All representatives get the same set of questions, in order to ensure the reliability of this research. Reliability reflects “the extent to which a measure reflects some consistent aspect of people or events rather than random error” (Dooley, 2000, p. 93). In Appendix B the question guide for the second round of data-gathering is to be found, the questions were based on the trigger questions used for Osterwalder’s Value Proposition Design (2014).

In addition to the interviews with various sales managers, a workshop dealing with the topic of identifying the value proposition of the product solution was joined and observed. Herein insights were gained into both the customer and the company profile.

4.4 Process of Analysis

The analysis of the collected data is conducted via a content analysis. A content analysis is defined as a research technique that makes “replicable and valid inferences from texts (or other meaningful matter) to the contexts of their use” (Krippendorf, 2003, p. 18). Furthermore, it follows three different purposes: the classification, summarization and tabulation of the data (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). The data is classified, summarized, and tabulated according to the framework of Skålén et al. (2015). The results of the first data collection round which created a general understanding of the current state are sorted across the different practices. In doing so, the current value creation practices used by the case organization can be evaluated. Additionally, it can be observed to what extent G-D logic and the concept of value-in-exchange are still employed within the organization. From which in turn can be concluded how the firm’s value proposition is developed. After taking into account the second round of interviews and the resulting customer needs, as well as the previous literature review, the framework of Skålén et al. (2015) is applied again in order to propose refined value creation practices according to the theory of the S-D logic and the concept of value-in-use. Hence, a value proposition based on the desired future state can be recommended.

5. RESULTS

The following section describes the outcomes gathered through the different data collection methods. In the first stage it is studied how value is currently interpreted, created and achieved in use and exchange. Secondly, the customer insights gained from the interviews with sales managers are taken into account. The third and final stage constructs a different view on the value proposition. With the aid of these newly gained insights of the customer needs and the previous literature review, a value proposition redefined according to the S-D logic and the concept of value-in-use can be proposed.

Within the last two years the organization has undergone restructuring efforts aiming for the right allocation of skills, the introduction of lean principles, and less hierarchical working methods internally. Only last year, a marketing department was introduced within this branch of the organization. This emphasizes the increasing importance of taking marketing and strategy into account and the growing awareness of it within the company. The product offering, under consideration within the context of this research, is regarded as a full solution containing products and services. The solution is used for a mission in the defense sector. The assets are made up of different equipment systems used for defending purposes, the services involve trainings, reparations, and maintenance. The product solution was first pitched four years ago in order to work more efficiently internally as well as externally. It combines a set of individual assets into one standard configuration within this standard configuration only about 30% is later modified to the specific requirements of the customer. Overall, this standardization saves time not only in the proposal phase when specifying the technical and financial terms but also helps in increasing the responsiveness to customers.

5.1 Current State

5.1.1 How is the organization currently offering its product solution?

In order to get an overview of the current state of the product offering, data was collected by means of interviews, internal
documents, contracts as well as presentations. These data gave insight in the currently used marketing efforts and value creation practices respectively. The case organization presents its product solution within its value proposition as a “turnkey solution for warfare and [...] security” which delivers guaranteed value to its end-users by means of digital innovation for combat operations, full operational delivery at lowest risk, full lifetime support as well as local partnerships.

The organization offers its product solution to B2B and B2G customer segments, in new-built products both parties are involved. The current marketing efforts and value proposition are based on the end-users value creation processes, so the defense force’s needs within the B2G market segment. These marketing efforts are mainly also used within the B2B customer segment.

5.1.2 How are value creation practices followed?
Taking into account the different practices retrieved from the literature review and applying these to the data collected, several aspects concerning how the value proposition is constituted and fulfilled can be noted.

First, looking at the provisional practices, more particularly, the factors aiming to optimize the way of working, the operating practices. The company is trying to facilitate value to its customers by means of several services offered. Trainings as well as other support services such as maintenance and repairs are provided to customers in order to use the product solution more optimally and efficiently. These services are offered before and after the delivery of the product solution and are provided throughout the lifetime of the platform as integration and in-service support services. Additionally, user days are initiated with members of the defense force such as higher ranked officers in order to exchange experiences and practices. These meetings are aimed for B2G customers. Hence, the operating practice of the product solution, and the related activities such as discussing, exchanging practices, and repairing, integrate operand (staff knowledge, skills, experiences) and operand resources (spare parts, man-hour) in order to support the customer’s value creation.

In order to identify customer problems and needs, the case organization has to continuously build and maintain relationships with its customers. This is done by means of meetings with customers. Every sales manager interviewed is visiting its responsible country or region approximately every second month, in order to plan meetings, presentations with high ranked officers within the defense force. With B2B customers, the approach looks different as contact is mostly only existing when a contract is concluded. Meeting face-to-face enables the company to directly asking questions and discussing issues in order to identify problems. In this way, the competence of the personnel and the technical resources are integrated into problem-finding practices and become part of the value proposition which is in turn also being backed up by the feedback of the customers. Furthermore, workshops are organized to define the value proposition of the product solution. During these workshops, customer jobs are identified including pains and gains encountered. These outcomes are compared against the product solution and its pain relievers and gain creators according to Osterwalder’s Value Proposition Design (2014). On basis of these outcomes, the company tries to formulate and integrate resources in such a way that customers are offered a value proposition that meets their needs.

These identified problems are solved by the case organization using different approaches. For daily operational problems encountered by the customer, the local industry is in some regions involved to be able to quickly react to these problems. However, in other countries the organization follows a rather reactive approach in order to solve these kind of problems. For new projects and products, so-called problem development contracts exist. These help in solving problems directly together with the customer. Within these contracts, both parties collaboratively design and introduce a solution which is immediately adjusted to the customer requirements. This way a win-win situation is created for both parties involved. However, these contracts are increasingly more difficult to get. Whereas for B2B customers, there is no collaborative approach. The representational practices include methods and aspects such as business models, concepts, and structures behind the value proposition as well as the interaction processes used to communicate this potential value promise to its customers. The marketing efforts are based on the key competences of the organization which include its experience, its extensive network, as well as its proof in the market in which the company has still a much respected name for supplying superior electronic defense equipment. In addition, are services offered throughout the lifetime of the platform which indicates the high level of support provided by the company.

The interaction with customers is strongly emphasized within the B2G entity. By means of user meetings, frequent customer visits as well as the newly introduced customer days in which the most important customers from different defense forces are invited to a special set-up event, the organization tries to build and maintain its relationships with the customers. Thus, in doing so, also tries to exert influence on the end-user and as well as influential party in decision making. Regarding the B2B entity, mostly no contact is existing until the contract is concluded, however, no additional meetings or presentations are being conducted especially for customers in this market segment.

The final aggregate management and organizational practices constitutes of four sub-practices involving organizing, staffing and team building, networking and knowledge-sharing practices. Regarding the organizing and staffing/team building practices, the firm holds strategy meetings on a structural basis in order to provide a direction to its employees and to guide them within the customer approaches. Additionally, sales teams are made up of interdisciplinary teams. These customer account teams are responsible for both B2G and B2B customers in a particular country or region. The network is built upon and maintained by the contacts within the B2G entity and friends within that industry.

In addition, trainings on dealing with customers are based on a so-called student coach concept, which implies learning from senior sales managers.

The G-D logic holds that value can be delivered to the customer in accordance with a value proposition which stands in contradiction to the newly developed perspective of the S-D logic. In which it is indicated that firms offer value propositions depending on both the interaction and the customer context. In sum, the case organization views its end-users as a source of information in terms of knowledge and technology advancements and sees the need in engaging in a long-term relationship with its customers. However, the case company founds its value proposition primarily on its operand resources, its technological developments and only partially on the customer needs. This is also evident within the role of the employees. Employees focus primarily on producing and designing new technological solutions, however, not aiming for the demands of particular customers. Thus, the emphasis on embedding value efficiently into products/services to meet particular customer value creation processes is only of second
importance. This in turn, indicates that value is still incorporated within the product or service. The customer is not fully regarded as a co-creator. Approaches exist on involving the customer in order to co-create value, however, this is mostly done by means of higher officers and not actual end-users on the platform itself. Furthermore, this value proposition is offered generically to both customer segments B2G as well as B2B. It can be noted that the marketing efforts are more developed and aimed towards the end-user, the defense force. However, the B2B customers also play a critical role and should be approached more extensively. Therefore, it can be concluded that the organization is utilizing a value proposition dominated by the traditional G-D paradigm. Nevertheless, in several aspects especially within interaction practices, the concept of value-in-use and as well as the S-D logic is approached.

### 5.2 Customer Needs

By means of the second round of interviews and the observations of the value proposition workshop, several insights could be gained on the customer profile and their value creation processes respectively. Based on these outcomes, the customer needs of B2B and B2G entities could be elaborated.

The B2G and B2B customers operate on the market in different ways in pursuit of different objectives. The B2G customer is involved in the decision making process on budgets and procurement orders of defense equipment as well as represents the end-user in form of the defense force. Furthermore, this market segment is mostly able to exert influences on the buying behavior of the B2B segment. The B2B customer segment is primarily the buying and integrating party, as the case organization is mostly regarded as a subcontractor to the B2B customer. Hence, the two customer groups do not solely differ in objectives but also perform different jobs with the procured product solution. As the defense force represents the end-user, this particular customer is of vital importance to the case organization, therefore, almost all marketing and relational efforts are aimed to meet the needs of that particular customer. The relationship between the case organization, the B2B and B2G customer segment according to a new built project is illustrated in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. Relationship among different actors](image)

During the interviews, a distinction between the different customer groups was tried to be made.

Considering the end-user, the defense force which is regarded as part of the B2G customer segment, different needs are identified. The main priority for the defense force is to resolve security issues and to safely carry out its missions. For this to be achieved the end-user needs to be aware of its surroundings in order to protect and defend against threats. Furthermore, it is important to have a certain commonality between systems in order to operate them more efficiently and as a consequence less training is needed. Another aspect is the NATO-interoperability which constitutes another customer requirement along with the fact to be able to represent its state as a defense force. Value is created when the defense force is being able to operate its systems in order to achieve its goal of detecting or rather defending against enemies and additionally when its surroundings and people are secured. In a broader sense, taking into account the role of the government, the objective lies primarily in smoothly executing the various defense projects. Moreover, the government manages political expectations and defines the resulting requirements for planned defense projects. Further, governments are aiming for creating a self-sustained local industry in order to construct hard- and software mainly in-country and thus, preventing to rely on imports.

The B2B market or else the platform is on the other hand facing different needs. Number one priority is to integrate the product solution systems within the overall product. Therefore, the platform entity requires specific instruction manuals and product specifications. Additionally, the quality of the products are of high importance as well as the price as fast integration leads to a fast delivery and as well as a higher margin for the B2B customer itself considering the role of the case organization as a subcontractor. For the B2B market, the actual value creation takes place when the platform is working efficiently and is smoothly transferred to its end-customer. The objective lies in optimizing the ways of integrating the equipment and systems. By doing so, one allows a smooth workflow and an on-time delivery along with the fact that a high quality product is created for its end-customer. Key aspects herein are standardization, simple modular, and easy product handling.

### 5.3 Forming the Desired State

Comparing the insights acquired from the literature review to the findings on the current value proposition and customer needs, a new redefined value proposition according to S-D logic and the concept of value-in-use can be proposed. This is done by applying the framework of Skålén et al. (2015) a second time in order to point out on which practices it has to be improved according to the S-D logic.

Regarding the provision practices, the organization is aiming to support the customer in its value creation processes by means of identifying its problems and needs and trying to solve these accordingly. This is done though integrating both operand and operant resource into the value proposition. Within the case organization, resources are integrated by means of services offered throughout the lifetime of the product solution and as well as spare parts and man-hour enabling these services. Thus, both operand and operant resources are integrated. However, when taking into account the various customer needs of the different market segments, it becomes clear that these are pursuing different objectives. And hence, implies that these service bundles need to be adjusted according to customer needs. A customer demanding integration services has no interest in in-service support and vice versa. This is aided by a product configurator. A configurator allows to better meet individual customer requirements and specifications along with the fact that it provides an overview of the whole products and services available and the possible combinations of these. Operant resources in form of knowledge and competences are retrieved by means of so-called user-meetings. Meetings initiated with high ranked officers rather than the actual users operating the systems on a daily basis and thus, can actually provide a more precise and biased-free feedback on the product solution. On basis of the communication with these operators value could be co-created and the knowledge gained from both parties integrated within the value proposition. It also has to be noted when looking at the different customer segments that within the B2B entity no feedback possibilities are taking place and no operant resources are exchanged. Customer surveys or other forms of feedback opportunities should be initiated in
order to create a value proposition that is based on the needs of the B2B customer.

Within the representational practices, communication is enabled between the different parties involved in the value creation process. Herein, concepts, structures and activities that form the value proposition are assessed in such a way that they fit a common language in order to effectively communicate the value proposition to its customers. The organization understands the need to invest in marketing and relation management and not solely to rely on the currently well-established reputation in the market. However, the firm is still primarily relying on its technological developments and is not effectively approaching the customer. This is reflected within the marketing approaches used for the different customers. Presentations are based on the end-user and do not reflect the needs of all customer segments which further implies that a different language needs to be adapted in terms of technical and cultural aspects focusing on a particular customer. This would also lead to an improved communication of its services offered. As the company has customers worldwide, these technical and cultural aspects vary greatly. Furthermore, the organization has recognized the need to build and work towards a long-term relationship with the end-user, however, a similar approach is also needed within the B2B customer segment. The B2B customer segment differs in terms of being commercialized and therefore, cannot be approached the same way. Nevertheless, the interaction should be based on a more proactive approach and aimed towards creating a relation that offers feedback to both parties involved for the purpose of reciprocally create the value proposition. In order to facilitate communication and transmission of the potential value towards the customer, the case organization shall involve into creating a direct product experience for its customers. In giving customers the possibility to directly seeing production processes as well as experiencing the product first-hand, e.g. at the production site, a different perception of the product is created. This, as a consequence, evokes enthusiasm for the product or service.

The last aggregate, management and organizational practices, provides the baseline for provisional and representational practices through network building, knowledge sharing and team building practices. Networks are created within the organization through frequent meetings with end-customers, herein presentations and workshops are given in order to teach and influence the customer. These visits take place on a frequent basis, mostly every second month. This provides insights into the customer problems and needs and helps in solving these accordingly. However, here as well the problem is that no visits are taking place with the B2B customers, hence important information on their value creation processes is unknown. Moreover, networks shall be initiated among the users of the systems. By creating a (online) platform, on which users can exchange their testing experiences, best practices, the organization enhances the value creation processes of these customers in a quick and simple manner.

Best practices and knowledge should be exchanged on a regular basis. This is especially critical for customer groups that share the same characteristics. This in turn helps in improving the customer approach and to better understand what the customer actually wants.

An overview of the findings involving the current and future state and as well as the customer needs is given in the Table 3 in Appendix C.

6. DISCUSSION

After analyzing and illustrating the value propositions of B2B and B2G customer segments on the current as well as desired state, conclusions can be drawn from this. This case study is based on a traditional market setting and thus, gives proof on the stated and abovementioned trends taking place within the high-tech defense industry. The focus within this market segment is still lying on pushing technology developments in order to create high end products, however, one realizes that the understanding of investing in strategic marketing has been recognized within traditional markets such as the high-tech defense industry.

The value creation practices used to compare the value propositions are based on two key differences between G-D and S-D logic: co-creation and resource integration. Co-creation according to S-D logic implies that value propositions as “value creation promises created either by the firm independently or together with customer and other actors through resource integration based on knowledge and competencies” (Skålén et al., 2015, p. 139). The other aspect differentiating S-D logic from G-D logic distinguishes between operant and operand resources. Against this background, the alignment between the concept of value-in-use of the different customer segments and a fitting value proposition based on S-D logic was made. The analysis reveals that the organization still has different perceptions on resources. While operand resources are regarded important on the one hand, an approach to increasingly value customer relationships as well as the role of the customer in co-creating value is starting to emerge on the other hand. The various opinions on the notion resources also implies the need to recognize the imminent change taking place within people’s mindsets. As recognized by Ng et al. (2012), the transition from viewing an offering as a manufactured good towards an offering that integrates value-in-use, challenges a change in mind-set. This requires to unlearn old ways of thinking and to relearn and adapt a new dominant logic. As derived from the previous sections, the emphasis is still put on internal defined standards, nevertheless, the need of change has been recognized within the organization. This becomes apparent in the increased efforts of networking with its customers without direct profit intentions through events such as the customer days. Thus, the ground for a way of working and doing business together and aimed towards the customer’s value creation processes has been prepared and envisioned within the employee’s mindset. In order to make the transition complete, employees need to view customer co-creation as a natural process. This engagement needs to be embedded within the leadership style in order to convey it also to new employees and thus, implement it within the organizational culture.

Passed research has already shown how value propositions aid in communicating a firm’s potential value towards its customer. However, ambiguity is still surrounding the topic of composing value propositions based on an S-D logic perspective. Researchers such as Skålén et al. (2015) as well as Frow and Payne (2011) propose value creation practices which outline how value propositions can be built and based upon this new evolving perspective. This study further contributes in providing a visualization on how these value creation practices are created within G-D logic and S-D logic. Applying the practices from two perspectives, aids in illustrating how a change can be realized within an organization. Hence, a key contribution made by this study, entails new perspectives gained on the S-D logic and its value creation respectively regarding the high-tech defense industry.

6.1 Implications for a Focal Company

A focal company is defined as a central entity within a strategic network. Within this network, the role of the focal company is
to guide business transactions and to govern over other actors involved (Cavusgil, Knight, & Riesenberger, 2008). Along with the fact to provide direct contact to the end-customer.

In view of the role the case organization has, as a company enabling business transactions among different actors, initiating network building, and providing a financial framework, implications for focal companies can be derived. In order for focal firms to recognize and understand its customer’s value creation processes and value-in-use respectively, several aspects have to be considered. First, it is necessary to actively engage in customer contact and relation building activities. In particular, with end-users in order to be able to identify end-goals of the customer as well as receive relevant information on how to improve products or services. By doing so, value-in-use of customers can be recognized and further integrated within the firm’s value proposition. In addition, it is crucial to discover the underlying aspect of S-D logic as it builds the foundation for co-creation with customers. Communicating these aspects with every actor involved in the business transactions and value creation processes, is necessary in order to provide an understanding of the end-goals and needs of the customer. This, in turn, also helps to increase the understanding of customer’s value-in-use within the overall network of a focal company.

7. CONCLUSION
In the beginning of this study it was argued that a shift from the traditional G-D logic towards the new S-D paradigm is taking place and with it comes a change in the understanding of value creation and the role of the customer. The following research question was investigated: How does the S-D logic perspective on customer value affect the value proposition of B2B and B2G customer segments in the High-Tech Defense Industry?

After analyzing the case organization’s current value creation processes based on a G-D logic and later proposing improvements based on the S-D paradigm, it can be observed that a major difference between the two dominant logics lies in the customer approach. Whereas within the G-D logic a more generic value proposition is offered to all its customer segments, the perspective of the S-D logic differentiates and takes the individual needs of its various customer groups into account. On basis of this, flexible value propositions can be created that meet the customer demands. Further, it becomes apparent that the way how value propositions are constructed is affected by viewing customer value from an S-D logic point of view. Customer value indicates the difference between the perceived benefit of a product and the required cost in order to get it. Hence, a customer decides to purchase a product or service based on cost, and the received benefit. However, viewing it from an S-D logic point of view, customer value holds that the perceived value is not primarily relying on cost and benefits rather on the value facilitation within the usage of a product or service. Hence, one requires a value propositions that enhances these value facilitation factors.

Moreover, this can also be conveyed to the focal industry and shows the need in interacting with the end-users in order to better understand its value-in-use, as well as the importance of sharing these within the overall network. Which answers the question “What are the implications for the customer approach for a focal company?” raised within this research.

8. LIMITATIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
The goal of this research was to align the concept of value-in-use for different customer segments with a fitting value proposition from the S-D logic point of view based on a case study. The focus of this case requires however, further empirical evidence. The conducted study is limited to a specific market and company, therefore it is necessary to gather further research to identify a significant sample to generate a possible model and to ensure a greater reliability and validity of the data. Furthermore, due to the lack of access to relevant information from the customer groups, the outcomes have to be relied upon subjective views of the sales managers of the case firm which therefore, might lead to biased results and conclusion. Another limitation implies the limited amount of information collected for the second customer group the B2B entity. As all sales managers are in personal contact with the end-users, the B2G entity, more information was retrieved about this market segment.

Further research involves more empirical evidence in this particular market segment, as well as actual insights from the customer perspective as this research was only relied on assumptions and beliefs of customer contact persons (sales managers as mentioned above). Additionally, another potential field of research lies in investigating the topic from a more quantitative research approach in order to gain further insights on the effect of S-D logic on value propositions.

9. MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
This case study gives further implications and empirical evidence on how the Service-Dominant Logic can enhance a firm’s value proposition and shows how the prevailing goods-dominant logic can be overcome. The possibilities that lie in applying a value proposition can lead to a competitive advantage and especially in nowadays fast evolving world, service marketing is not only a trend but stresses the need to make sure not to be missed. Therefore, this study gives insights in how value creation practices can be applied and can lead to a redefined value proposition according to S-D logic. Within the high-tech defense industry, this research can further provide insights in how the S-D logic provides possibilities to reconcile the needed and the fielded capabilities within a capability curve. This is realized by means of possible upgrades within the first years after a purchase is made. These upgrades shall further enable to facilitate the value creation process for customers. As stated by Ng et al. (2012) the changing view of an offering as a manufactured good towards an offering that integrates value-in-use, challenges a change in mind-set. This raises another implication, in order to enable the transition to a new dominant logic, it requires a change in one’s way of thinking. The dominant logic reflects a shared mental model among a group of people. This requires a process of unlearning the old traditional way of thinking in order to be able to open up to the new logic and be able to adjust to the new created mindset.

Further evidence is given on the fact that value propositions must be evaluated from the perspective of the customers’ value creation. The services that customers receive and the way how it is received has to be considered.
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11. APPENDIX
Appendix A
Interview Guide on current state/offering of product solution

1. Background interviewee
   - Title of the interviewee, interviewee`s role in the organization

2. Description/Background Case Firm & Product
   - What are the individual assets of the product solution?
   - What are the main services offered by the product solution?
     - Integration services
     - Life-Time services
   - What are the firm`s main target groups/customer segments?

3. How does the firm create its services?
   - How does the firm interact with its customers in the sales process of the product solution?
   - What kinds of problems are solved for the customers? What kinds of needs do customers have? (considering differences between B2B and B2G)
   - Describe the service and the elements that are customized? How far does customization go?
     - What are the optional services offered? Which services are included in the “standard package”?
     - Which combinations of services are possible?
     - What are most chosen/sold options?

4. How does the customer participate in the service/problem solving process?
   - How do customers contribute, what kind of resources are needed from the customer?
   - How do customers view the firm`s solution versus other options?
   - Why do customers choose for the firm? What are the benefits over competitors?

5. What kind of challenges and difficulties is the company facing with its product solution value proposition?
   - What problems is the firm facing with its product solution`s value proposition?
   - Who are the major competitors? What kind of position does the firm have in the market?
   - Where are potential growth possibilities?
Appendix B

Interview Guide on Customer Profile

1. Background Interviewee
2. Background Customer
3. Customer Jobs (describe what customers are trying to get done in their work and lives)
   - What are the jobs customer performs when procured with your product solution equipment?
     - What are the end goals of the customer, what do they want to achieve?
     - How are these end goals accommodated in the value proposition?
     - How does the product create value for them? Or how can they create value for them by means of the product?
   - What are the most important jobs that customer is trying to accomplish with product and least important ones?
   - What are services that the customer needs in order to accomplish job?
   - For what services is customer willing to pay and for which ones not?
   - What are jobs offered by your firm that can also be done by the customer itself?
   - What is the emotional need that the customer is trying to satisfy? How does the customer want to be perceived by others? (such as competent, status, power)
   - What are the different contexts that the customer might be in? How do activities and goals change according to these different contexts?

4. Customer Gains (describes outcomes customers want to achieve or concrete benefits they are seeking)
   - What do they value about your product solution?
   - What are the basic features the customer requires when purchasing it?
   - What (service) advantages is customer looking for?
   - Is your firm considered a partner or sub-contractor?
   - What financial gains is the customer looking for?
   - What are the motives of the customer when negotiating the contract? Most important to customer?
   - What would increase likelihood of adopting product solution?

5. Customer Pains (describe bad outcomes, risks and obstacles related to customer job)
   - What are the biggest frustrations for the customer? What are the biggest risks for the customer when purchasing your product solution?
   - What are possible social pains?

6. Product Solution (how is your firm trying to satisfy these needs?)
   - Which services of the product solution are not purchased by customer but would be of high value for them?
   - How do you think value of these features could be more understood by the customer?
   - How is your firm offering product solution to its customers?
     - Communication?
   - How is your firm accommodating these end-goals in their value proposition?
   - Which jobs are according to you not fully satisfying for the customer?
### Appendix C

#### Table 3. Overview Findings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current</th>
<th>Customer Needs</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Provision Practices**  
  “How does the firm make sure that the Value Proposition can be used so that value-in-use emerges for the customer, according to the firm’s promise?” | Services such as integration & in-service support (integrating both operand and operant resources)  
Initiation of user days, regular face-face meetings with customers  
Value proposition workshops  
Involving local industry for daily operational problems | End goals include resolving security issues which means to be able to have a situational awareness in order to protect people/area.  
Further, executing different defense projects and defining capability gaps within defense force to be equipped and prepared for future. | Objective lies in optimizing ways in integrating systems. Key aspects herein are standardization, simple modular and easy product handling. This is necessary in order to smoothly implement systems and integrate within platform (“Plug & Play”). |
| **Representational Practices**  
  “How is the Value Proposition communicated, and what does it mean?” | Marketing efforts based on key competences (experience, sales record, network, etc.)  
Continuously building and maintaining relationship with customers (customer days, user meetings, frequent visits) | Finding common/right language in terms of technical and cultural aspects in order to improve communication with customers and leads to an improvement in communicating its services  
Providing product experience at e.g. production site in order to create enthusiasm | Presentations based on jobs performed by B2B customers  
Towards a more proactive (long-term) interaction that offers feedback for both supplier and customer |
| **Management & Organizational Practices**  
  “How does the firm fulfill its part of the proposed value?” | Strategy meetings on structural basis  
Training based on student coach concept | Knowledge and best practices exchanged on a regular basis  
Connecting users via (online) platform | Planning in accordance with goals of B2B customer  
Function within interdisciplinary team |